
Can you make me a new costume? 
 

Phyllis Brown and her husband Richard are costumed interpretation volunteers at Hardwick Hall, the 

magnificent Derbyshire home built for Bess of Hardwick at the end of the sixteenth century. Phyllis 

is also a lacemaker and needlewoman and this is her account of making an Elizabethan costume. 

 

 

Many of you know I enjoy a challenge, so when Richard  informed me that he would need a new 

outfit as the maker of his original costume was leaving and would be collecting those she owned, I 

took up the challenge.  

 

Richard's role is as Sir Thomas Egerton, Master of the Rolls and Keeper of the Great Seal.  His 

costume is shirt, jacket, breeches, hat, coat, neck and cuff ruffs.  We purchased the material for all the 

pieces and I set to work copying the existing costume. There was a need to upgrade a bit so instead of 

scouring the shops for suitable braids I decided to make some lace. For the hatband I made wide lace 

using thick silver and gold threads. Gilian Dye’s series of books - Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century 

Lace, books 2 and 3 - were invaluable for the project.  Book 3: Surface decoration in Silk and Metallic 

Threads gave me the pattern for the hat band and the band round the edge of the breeches.  



For the fastenings on the coat I used a pattern from a facsimile copy 

of Nüw Modelbüch, translated by Clare Burkard.  There are eight 

short pieces of lace and sixteen buttons. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the one picture we have of Sir Thomas, he has a triple layered ruff, 

edged with lace. The basic part of the ruff was easy to make:  three 

layers of fine linen, each 90 inches long, concertina-pleated and 

stitched into a band. The lace edging was more difficult. Again Gilian 

Dye’s book came to the rescue: Book 2 The Isham Samples and 

Other Linen Edgings. Elizabeth Isham had sent her father 5 samples 

of narrow lace that he might find useful. I chose the 7pence one and 

have worked 8 yards, which were ready and stitched to the three 

layers of the ruff by the end of June 2015.   

 

The completed costume when worn at Hardwick and elsewhere has 

been much admired.  
 

My sincere thanks to Phyllis for allowing me to use this article and for her enthusiasm, tenacity and 

skill that has turned samples into work that gives a true flavour of early bobbin lace and its use. 


